
Espagnolette locking for double door

Door closer espagnolette

Espagnolette is an option to Caelum hinged double 
door system, the Espagnolette is operated from the 
inside only and adds more stabilaty comparing with the 
floor bolt used as standard.

Features

Two point locking.
Fits both right and left versions by moving the stop 
link of the lock housing.
The stop link limits the handle movement between 
open and closed positions.
Travel for each bolt bar is: 28 mm for 560/13.
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FACTS

System components

36908030 Kit 8030 Espagnolette
36901799 Coverplate MHL/UX
36908020 Kit Doorstay
Doorstay 
avaiable in 
various 
lengths

Doorstay 50x20 
L=810,910,1010,1110,1310,1510,2110,2510,3000 
mm
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ACCESSORIES FOR CAELUM WALL SYSTEM

Caelum hinged doors are available in a wide range of 
opening widths and heights. Available options include a 
single hinged door or as a double Hinged door, they are all 
supplied with a lock mechanism and handle. Other locking 
options such as a padlock or single or double cylinder locks 
can be incorporated. Doors are available in heights from 
2200mm to 3800mm and they are compatible with both the 
UX 450 and UR 350 panel system.
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